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0.1

ABSTRACT

Recent technological advances have driven changes in how media is consumed
in home, automotive and mobile contexts. Multi-channel audio home cinema
systems are not ubiquitous but have become more prevalent. The consumption
of broadcast and gaming content on smart-phone and tablet technology via
telecommunications networks is also more common. This has created new
possibilities and consequently poses new challenges for audio content delivery
such as how media can be optimised for multiple contexts while minimising
file size. For example, a stereo audio file may be adequate for consumption in
a mobile context using headphones, but it is limited to stereo presentation in
the context of a surround-sound home entertainment system. Another factor
is the variability of telecommunications network bandwidths. Object-based
audio may offer a solution to this problem by providing audio content on
an object level with meta-data which controls how the media is delivered
depending on the consumption paradigm. In this context, insight into the
relative importance of different sounds in the auditory scene will be useful
in forming content delivery strategies. This paper presents the results of a
listening test investigating categorisation of isolated sounds on a Background
(BG) — Neutral (N) — Foreground (FG) scale. A continuum of importance
was observed among the sounds tested and this shows promise for application
in object-based audio delivery.

0.2. INTRODUCTION

0.2
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Introduction

Many factors are known to influence the perception of sound. The physical
properties of sounds [1], [2], the level of attention granted them by listeners
[3], [4], volume level [5], [6], proximity [7], sound event context [8], level of
anticipation [9], prior training [10], [11] and experience [12], listening mode
[8] and other senses (sight [13], [14], smell [15] and touch [16]) are all known
to affect our perception of sounds to some degree. However, the extent of
the interaction of these factors, how they affect any inter-object hierarchy of
importance and how this manifests in auditory scene perception is less well
understood.
Recent research in object-based broadcasting [17] and auditory object
categorisation [18] has underlined a growing interest in object-based audio
and implementations of this concept in broadcast situations. Auditory Scene
Analysis (ASA) involves a constant activity of sound categorisation which
Bregman [19] outlines as both a conscious (schematic or ’top-down’) and
unconscious (primitive or ’bottom-up’) process of soundscape perception
which involves continual innate identification of interesting sounds which may
then be consciously analysed for semantic information or further meaning.
This unconscious process of background (BG) sound monitoring continues
while conscious attention is focused on foreground (FG) objects. On an
ongoing basis sounds deemed worthy of conscious attention are parsed from
the BG sound scene and become subject to focused FG attention. There is
considerable sensory research regarding soundscapes (e.g. [20, 21, 22]), sound
categorisation (e.g. [23, 24, 25]) sound taxonomies (e.g. [26, 27, 28]) and
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how attentional, contextual and other processes affect our perception of the
environment (e.g. [18, 29, 30]). However, there is little focused on hierarchies
of importance between sound objects in complex auditory scenes and on
the movement of sounds from BG sound scene to FG conscious attention.
Specifically, the author is unaware of any studies which investigate this
phenomenon and provide a broad palette of isolated sounds with hierarchical
information on a BG—N—FG scale. Lewis et al. [31] provide a rating on
an ’object like’ versus ’scene like’ axis for a selection of mechanical and
environmental sounds. Thorogood et al. [32] use a selection of soundscape
recordings derived from the World Soundscape Project Tape Library database
[33] and categorise them in BG, FG and ’FG with BG’ categories. Salamon et
al. [26] perform subjective labelling of BG and FG urban sounds and validate
their accuracy with experimental testing, but the sounds used are confined to
urban contexts and are not isolated from context.
With a move towards object-based sound delivery in visual streaming
scenarios, a deeper understanding of how auditory objects are parsed and
hierarchically categorised will be useful in the development of strategies for
sound file delivery. To that end, this paper outlines an experiment that will
explore inherent inter-object hierarchies of importance in the context of a
BG/FG evaluation task.

0.3

Methodology

We hypothesise that a hierarchy of importance exists between sounds isolated
from an auditory scene. In order to test this hypothesis it was decided to
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ask subjects to rate such sounds on a BG—Neutral (N)—FG scale. It was
decided to deploy the experiment in an online environment as it has been
found ([34] & [35]) that there is minimal difference between laboratory and
online experiments for comparable tests and the potential response rate for
an online experiment is far greater than that of one confined to a laboratory.
Additionally, the focus of the study was not on basic audio quality (BAQ)
differences between stimuli but rather on respondent subjective judgement of
the hierarchical placement of isolated sounds, which relaxes the necessity for
laboratory listening conditions. Respondents were required to submit basic
demographic information and then rate 40 sounds on a BG—N—FG scale.
112 complete tests were compiled from 36 women and 76 men. The majority
(65%) of respondents were 25—44 years of age. For the purposes of the study,
’Foreground’ and ’Background’ were defined as follows:
A Foreground sound: One you are likely to think prominent and give
greater attention.
A Background sound: One you are likely to think less important and give
less attention.
If unsure as to whether a stimulus was BG or FG subjects were advised to
mark the sound as neutral. Subjects were asked to listen to the test sounds
using headphones in a quiet environment. Informed consent was obtained
for all participants following guidelines approved by the Dublin Institute
of Technology Research Ethics Committee. Figure 1 shows the stimulus
presentation and scale rating portion of the test environment.
It was decided to use stimuli analogous to visual streaming content as this
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Figure 1: The test environment
is the envisaged end-use of object-based audio in media consumption scenarios.
Stimuli were sourced from the ESC-50 [36] sound set and presentation was
randomised so as to minimise order effects. The ESC-50 dataset has been
compiled for use in computational audio scene analysis contexts for training
and testing automatic classification of sounds. Dataset recordings are of
approximately 5 seconds duration and are organised into 5 broad classes:
• Animals
• Natural soundscapes and water sounds
• Human, non-speech sounds
• Interior/domestic sounds
• Exterior/urban sounds
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These classes are further subdivided into 10 sub-classes comprising of 40
sounds per sub-class resulting in a dataset of 2,000 sounds in total. This
dataset was examined for sounds suitable for the purposes of the outlined
experiment. Sounds from every class were auditioned and each test sound
was selected with care so that each instance was that of an isolated sound,
minimising the possibility of perception of a mini sound ’scene’ due to the
existence of other sounds at lower levels in the same file. This process resulted
in 40 sounds being selected for use in the experiment with some sub-classes
being rejected because no individual recording was suitably isolated and
others being rejected for reasons of similarity; the sub-class ’Mouse click’ for
instance, was deemed to have a similar modality to ’Keyboard tapping’ and
thus one was excluded. It should be noted that a varying degree of scale is
perceptible from some of the sounds though this variance was minimised by
auditioning multiple instances from each class and selecting sounds which
were deemed acceptable.

The test website was designed using pre-formulated stimulus presentation
orders which were seeded using randomised output as it was desirous to
control directly for presentation order occurrences. Random orders were
sourced from www.random.org, a source for true random sequences cited in a
number of peer-reviewed publications [37]. These series were then analysed
for repeated occurrences of order and controlled so that mean occurrence of a
particular order was 5, with all combinations occurring at least once. This
process was repeated so that 200 unique presentation orders were compiled
for the experiment.
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0.4

Results

Subject responses were collated in a tabular format in Microsoft Excel and a
frequency table (summarised in Figure 2) was compiled showing counts of
BG, N and FG selections for each sound. The R statistical environment was
used to generate additional summary statistics and plots of the results.
It was decided to use the median as a measure of the centre of this data
as this is generally accepted as the appropriate measure of centre for ordinal
data. The median is the centre value of a series of values when they are
arranged sequentially. Ordinal data is that which is categorical and has an
order, though the distance between different levels on the scale may not be
equal. The numerical coding used for sound categories was as follows: BG—1,
N—2, FG—3. A median value of 1 means that at least 50% of subjects
categorised the sound as BG while a median value of 3 signifies that at least
50% categorised the sound as FG. Scores for each sound were arranged in
a series and the median value for each sound isolated and used as a basic
categorisation rule for each sound as outlined in Figure 2.
It should be pointed out that in marginal cases this would mean, in the
case of BG sounds for example, that nearly as many subjects rated the sound
as either N/FG as rated it BG thus weakening the strength of any such
category membership. The frequency counts were analysed using a scatter
plot matrix to visualise the correlations between subject categorisations
and see if autonomous clusters were apparent from which robust BG—N—
FG categorisations could be made. This plot is reproduced in Figure 3,
which colour codes results based on the median categorisation rule previously
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Figure 2: Summary results ordered by mean sound rating from top to bottom.
Sounds ranked ’More Background’ are towards the top while those ’More
Foreground’ are to the bottom.
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Figure 3: Scatterplot matrix of BG, N & FG counts
mentioned. Unsurprisingly, a strong linear correlation is observed between
FG and BG scores (as one increases, the other decreases, and vice versa).
However, the plots do not suggest obvious autonomous clusters for groupings
of BG, N and FG categories.
The numerical coding used for each category was used to calculate a mean
of the rating values for each sound. This was used to draw an indicative
spectrum to rank sounds from ’More Background’ to ’More Foreground’ in
order to gain insight as to how sounds relate to each other on this spectrum.
Similarly the standard deviation was calculated to investigate the level of
consensus between subjects for each categorisation. These values are compared
in Figure 4. Sounds ranked as more BG are to the left and those more FG are
to the right. Sounds with a smaller standard deviation are plotted towards
the bottom of the chart, while those with a larger value are at the top. This
plot demonstrates that there are relatively few sounds which most subjects
agree are either BG (’Birds’, ’Keyboard Tapping’, ’Fire’ and ’Clock Tick’)
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or FG (’Baby Crying’, ’Door Knock’, ’Glass Breaking’ and ’Clock Alarm’).
There is greater disagreement between subjects regarding category of the
remaining sounds. Conversely, there is greater consensus regarding strongly
FG or BG sounds at either end of the spectrum, with slightly more agreement
regarding which sounds are FG than BG.
The exact point at which a sound can be said to have definitively changed
from being BG to N, or N to FG is arbitrary and the efficacy of applying such
a margin remains to be seen in further research and in real-world applications.
The median rating value would appear to be insufficient in this instance as
the decision boundary would encompass sounds which evince considerable
disagreement between subjects as to appropriate category based on the plot
offered in Figure 4. Formulating a decision boundary based on a function of
overall rating and sample consensus would allow for more sophistication in
the model but is still subject to an arbitrary decision on where this boundary
would best lie. For example, the following models isolate ’Birds’, ’Keyboard
Tapping’, ’Fire’ and ’Clock Tick’ as BG sounds (1) and ’Baby Crying’, ’Door
Knock’, ’Glass Breaking’ and ’Clock Alarm’ as FG sounds (2), but could be
altered to include or exclude other sounds. These are but two possibilities
suggested by the plot.

BGRATING > 76 ∧ s 6 0.62

(1)

F GRATING > 99 ∧ s 6 0.5

(2)

The data was also analysed for differences in sound ratings between
genders. Figure 5 plots mean sound scores for the whole sample and both
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female and male subsets. Figure 6 is a similar plot showing the variance in
standard deviation. While there are some variations in the rankings of sounds
no general trend emerges along gender lines. For example, female mean rating
for ’Dog’ (2.5) and ’Insects’ (2.44) sounds are more FG than male ’Dog’ (2.03)
and ’Insects’ (2.17) ratings, remembering that BG = 1, N = 2 and FG =
3. However, this trend does not extend to other animal noises, with female
mean ratings for ’Hen’ (1.61) and ’Pig’ (1.92) being more BG than equivalent
male mean ratings (1.92 and 2.24 respectively). Female data appears more
spread out than the male equivalents, though this could easily be explained
by the disparity in sample sizes (68% male). Given a larger female sample
size it could reasonably be expected that the scores would regress towards
the mean.

Finally, the data were examined for any evidence of correlation between
sound class and subjective categorisation. Figure 4 presents the sounds colourcoded by class. While there are some weak trends visible there is no clear
categorisation trend by sound class. ’Natural’ sounds tend more to BG and
N than other classes. ’Animal’ sounds caused significant disagreement among
respondents compared to other classes, having higher standard deviation
values and no representatives from this class being considered highly BG or
FG. ’Household’ sounds contained a considerable spread across the BG—N—
FG spectrum, with many of the most BG and FG sounds coming from this
class.

0.4. RESULTS
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Figure 4: Relationship between mean sound score and standard deviation
separated by class. Sounds ranked more FG are to the right. Those considered
more BG are to the left. Sounds with a smaller standard deviation (closer
to the bottom of the plot) indicate that there was more consensus between
subjects as to category in these instances. There is no clear categorisation
pattern by sound class.
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Figure 5: A comparison of sound ranking by gender.

Figure 6: A comparison of sound ranking standard deviation by gender.

0.5. DISCUSSION

0.5
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Discussion

The results outlined suggest that a spectrum of sound hierarchy exists for
isolated sounds and that potentially this could be modelled provided suitable
objective measurements that correlate with subjective evaluation of sounds
can be isolated. Subject ranking of sounds, as outlined in the scatter plot in
Figure 5, suggests that BG—N—FG is a continuum which we hypothesise to
be affected by factors outside the scope of this experiment such as, but not
confined to:
• Sound context
• Prior experience & training of subject
• Attention/listening mode
• Sound loudness
• Physical characteristics of the sound
• Spatial location of the sound etc.
It is important to note that testing using isolated sounds is somewhat
artificial as they are seldom, if ever, experienced entirely in isolation – a point
made by some subjects in correspondence who reinforced the importance of
context and sound meaning in making a decision in the categorisation task.
Thus, further investigation of the effect of such factors is necessary in order
to derive a useful categorisation schema for real-world implementation.
While a clear consensus among subjects was observed for certain stimuli,
there were no unanimous decisions, an indication of the subjective nature
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of the experiment task. Sounds such as ’Clock Alarm’, which received 104
selections as FG (104—92.86%) – the most emphatic FG score – still received
selections for either N (7—6.25%) or BG (1—0.89%). The converse holds
for sounds considered overwhelmingly BG, such as ’Birds’, which received
95 selections as BG (95—84.82%), 12 for N (12—10.71%) and 5 for FG
(5—4.46%).

As noted, the decision boundary between what constitutes a BG, N or
FG sound is open to debate. Indeed, the location of such boundary lines
may form part of any final solution in this regard, becoming a parameter
used to tune a model for specific applications. In this context, compare the
differences in categorisations suggested by median sound rating score and
any variant on this, such as those outlined in Equations 1 & 2. What may
prove more illuminating in this regard is a testing of the subject nominated
categorisation schema for different applications. An object audio codec which
encodes BG assets at lower bit rates than FG may prove to be perceptually
transparent at specific thresholds yet to be determined. Equally, subjective
categorisation of audio objects may not be a comprehensive indicator of asset
importance with regard to a perceptual coding application. For instance,
certain sounds may not necessarily rate as FG, but are known to be more
challenging for compression codecs to deal with transparently; Applause is an
example in this regard [38]. Simply put, what subjects perceive as a relatively
unimportant sound in isolation may have a disproportionate effect on the
perception of a sound scene if that element is delivered at an inappropriately
low bit rate.

0.6. FURTHER WORK

0.6
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Further Work

It is intended to focus future work on two areas. The first of these is
deriving an automatic classifier from objective measures for estimating the
BG—N—FG category of isolated sounds using the subjective labelling from
the current experiment as ground truth data. This would involve deriving
objective features from the stimuli used in the current experiment with a
view to building a set of feature vectors to form a machine learning sound
categorisation engine. Potential objective measures are numerous, and include
statistical & cumulative distribution, mean level value and L1 , L10 , L50 , L99
parameters as indicators of dynamic properties, as outlined in [39], and
other measures such as Sharpness (S ), Roughness (R), Fluctuation strength
(Fls), Tonality (Ton) and measures of temporal variability as outlined in [40].
Such objective features could then be tested against new sounds, parsed for
those that are most relevant to the automated sound categorisation task and
validated with further listening tests.
Secondly, it is expected that the degree to which other factors impact on
sound categorisation would form an important part of any well functioning
automatic classifier. This would require a weighting factor for such elements
revealing whether sound context, for instance, is a more important indicator
of importance than visual accompaniment. Sound intensity may be a better
indicator of hierarchical category than expectation, and so on. This envisages
the compilation of a weighting schema for factors such as context, training,
expectation, visual accompaniment and so on, with regard to how they affect
hierarchical categorisation and auditory scene perception.
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